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1. StockhovenBeethausen 2013 (4:26)  

By: Annegret Rehse 

Bassam Halaka’s piece StockhovenBeethausen stands in the tradition of musique concrète and Karl-Heinz 

Stockhausen’s findings in composing electronic music by using a ring modulator. Different sounds and passages 

of music are played via this effect unit, which alienates the “natural” sound of the music and gives the composer 

the opportunity to overlap and mix music passages – just like the blending and overlapping of names in the title 

StockhovenBeethausen implies.  

The title StockhovenBeethausen is telling in several ways. With the new combination of the composer’s names 

Halaka achieves a contrast of stiff nobility in Stockhoven (“Stock” = “stick”; “hoven” = “court”) with the more 

down to earth Beethausen, which Halaka interprets as “beat” and “(small) house”. The noble art of symphonic 

composition is contrasted and at the same time joined with the art of technical transformation of natural sounds. 

“Stockhoven” – referring more to Stockhausen – could be interpreted as the form-giving element: the ring 

modulator. Thus, “Beethausen” could stand for the content: a mix of Beethoven’s and Stockhausen’s music. 

The 4:26 minutes stereo piece is a fixed media composition based on audio recording without score. Applying 

the technique of appropriation Bassam Halaka uses quotes of Beethoven’s and Stockhausen’s works to create a 

new piece of art. The composition is based on musical motives and themes of all four movements from Ludwig 

van Beethoven’s first 5 symphonies. Bassam Halaka combined similar motives and worked with the rhythmic 

material. In the modulation process of the short phrases of the symphonies via the ring modulator Bassam 

Halaka’s first objective is to point out the metamorphosis of the classical sound: What happens to classical music 

when it is transformed by the ring modulator? Which effect has it got on the listener? Does the audience 

recognise the original, and does the modulation on the music change the relation of the audience to the music? 

The next step of this composition is the mixing of the transformed Beethoven with passages from Karl-Heinz 

Stockhausen’s music, who himself used the ring modulator for his compositions. By doing so Bassam Halaka 

unites not only different passages of music and puts them in another context to see the diverse effects they have 

on the audience. He also unites two composers in one musical work whose compositions have become 

milestones in music history – Stockhausen with his creations in the field of electronic music, Beethoven in the 

symphonic genre – and blends the contrasting compositions into one synthesis.  

Technical Requirements: 

 MP3 Player 

 2 Laudspeakers 

The Patch created with Pure Data (PD-Extended) and Logic Pro X 

2. Klangfahrtben Österreich Premier 2014 

Für Bassklarinette und Live-Electronics (11:12 min.) 

(eine Reise zu den Klarinetten Klang durch die Echtheit Signalverarbeitungsaufführung) 

Technical Requirements: 
 Computer 

 Audio-Interface 

 assignable midi-controller 

 2 Monitors 

 4 Laudspeakers 



The Patch created with Pure Data (PD-Extended) and MAX/MSP 6 

3. Ultras: 

For e-Cello and live electronics (11:16 to 16:30 min.) 

The main themes of ULTRAS depend on five figures: 

 Figure I: Rhythmic figure of the Ultras cheering accompanied. 

 Figure II: MICRO-CLUSTER TONES coming from long tones produced from the cello in a range of 

quarter tones “up-down”  with computing development for this creation. 

 Figure III: Arabic themes; based on an Arabic Maqam, which is called SABA. 

 Figure IV: Catastrophic sounds. 

 Figure V: the real time interaction of the cello sound 

Playback used just at the beginning and the end all the electronic sounds generated (real-time processing) from 

the cello and computer using one of 2 programs (2 different Patches) 

 Pure Data extended (Patch is available for MAC OS X, Windows, Linux performers) 

 MainStage (Patch Available just for MAC OS X performers) Logic Pro 9 multitrack program also for 

audio editing Technical Requirements: 

Technical Requirements: 

 Computer 

 Audio interface with minimum 1 mic input and 6 outputs (4 mono + 2 stereo)  

 Assignable midi-controller 

 E-Cello 

 4 speackers (Audience) 

 2 Speackers (Performers monitors)  

Program notes: 

The work starts with Bassem Youssef’s voice, an Egyptian surgeon and broadcaster, saying  

“Those dead young men were not just football fans; they were standing as men in the field and out of it. 

Their guilt was saying the word of truth, whilst many others surrendered early. Righteous men who kept their 

word until their death”.  

Following it, an original cheering sound from a previous football match which says: “When I stop cheering, I 

would definitely be dead”.  

In the back ground, there is a recording of part of the piece “Ultras” as a playback with a deformation 

“Verfremdung” technique accompanied with Obstinate sound from the cello playing the same rhythm of the 

previously heard cheering. 

This piece reflects the panic, fear, escape, chaos and agony which happened when hundreds of thugs brutally 

attacked peaceful football fans killing 74 of them and injuring hundreds with no ambulance vehicles nearby to 

give any help, even the closer ones ran away from the area leaving the young men alone to face death and bleed 

to death. 


